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What are we really discussing at ICFP 2018?

This pie chart is based on 1940 different sessions at ICFP 2018.* Do you know which slice relates to which issue?

Why are there so few sessions about real sex lives of young people at ICFP 2018? Come to our pleasure panel where we will persuade you to talk about pleasure when talking about family planning and sex.

Wednesday 14 November 11:55 - 13:15 Auditorium/Plenary Hall

the pleasure project.

good safe sex

@thepleasureproj thepleasureproject.org

#RealSexLivesMatter

*Based on number of times that word was mentioned in searching for sessions on the conference website.

LOVE MATTERS

OPEN, HONEST, SEX FRIENDLY

@LoveMattersHQ

#PleasureMatters